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Background
Horizon Contact Centers is managing the customer care
needs of Orange customers. Quality is critical to
maintaining, retaining and attracting other customers.
This case study outlines how the Horizon Training
Department was able to train 125 + within a short period
of time and handle the short notice period given with the
ramp up.
Business Challenge
The Training department was to train one twenty five
agents, starting with a group of twenty with a ramp up
plan that would lead to one twenty five.
What we do
The training session included weekends (Saturdays) as we
utilized available time before the go-live date. Training on
Saturdays created the real life working scenario as the job
description requires the agent to be available to work on
weekends as well.
The use of various training methodologies to ensure that
skills transferred were understood and retained. Product
knowledge was trained using role plays, group discussions,
individual presentations as well as traditional methods of
testing. Buddying up was seen to be an important part of
the training process as the agents were able to listen in to
live calls as well as watch agents work. The reports on
their observations tell of how they were able to learn
various ways of working smart in order to get the job
done, how to multi task effectively, time keeping and
working as team at the call center. The role play
simulations effectively created a good understanding of
the nature of calls that they would be receiving from the
Orange subscribers.

Actually demonstration and practice gives a better
understanding of the product as opposed to have it taught
to them without the trainees getting to practically use it.
The Orange products were available during the training
sessions, whereby the trainees were able to install the
internet modems and get to see how they work. They were
able to go through the Interactive Voice Recording and
other features of the Orange Mobile, Telkom Fixed and the
Orange wireless. The trainees have stated that the
practical use of the products has assisted with the
learning and understanding of the products. The use of
customer service videos went a long way to show the
impact of soft skills as a part of the customer experience.
Designing modules from the product information provide,
that were easy to read and understandable as opposed to
the trainees having to read a word document. The
modules are in point form, which highlight the main
points. The use of the client’s websites is incorporated as
well.
With the conclusion of each training session, a training
needs analysis was conducted to assess the organization’s
training needs. This also helped determine if there was a
gap analysis between the knowledge, skills and attitudes
that the current agents possess and the knowledge, skills
and attitudes that they require to meet the organization’s
objectives. This was also conducted to add on and improve
the current training program that we had in place. All
learning's from the previous batches have been taken and
used to expand the training sessions.

White Paper
Benefits delivered
Feedback received after each training session was taken
very seriously and used to improve and/or adjust in the
next training class. We also have advised the trainees to
give us feedback on their experience as agents on what
they feel could assist future trainees in training perform
better and/or get better prepared for their time on the
floor.
During the training sessions, we have invited seasoned
employees to share their experiences as agents in a bid to
encourage the current trainees to focus on the task ahead.
In addition, we have representatives from various
departments in the business give talks on expectations.
The groups represented have been quality assurance,
business development and workforce management.
Having a forum where the trainees get a chance to know
more about the business, has prepared them better for
the work environment as they have more knowledge of
what’s expected for example, what it’s like to work the
graveyard shift; having a thirty minute lunch as opposed
to one hour. These break scenarios have been
incorporated in the training session so as to get the
acclimated to the work environment and especially more
so in line with schedule adherence. Reports from the, then
trainees who are now working as agents, have said that
the thirty minute lunches did help them learn to manage
their time better and after the three week training
session, they were able to handle a shorter lunch break
than they are used to.

The ramp up was a success as the training department
focused on each individual trainee putting in mind that
each of them learns differently and has a unique learning
style. Each one has a primary learning mode. By using
auditory, visual and kinesthetic learning styles we ensured
that each trainee was comfortable and would be able to
grasp the most of the training, dependent style they
would most benefit from.
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